
« In the 70s, I am a child when I discover the Abbey of  Fontfroide in Cathar country. 
This place created in the Middle Ages revealed to me its artistic splendor, I remember my joy and my serenity. 

In 2012, I going to Japan with my son, I feel this strong emotion. 
For 6 years I have matured this art project in Japan and it has been a year since I concretize it. 

Now Valentin AKIR joined me on this project that we deploy together »

 Isabelle, Directrice of  JI
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why choose the city of Karatsu in Japan ? Because the heart and the reason have brought JI so far

The local is located in the heart of  Karatsu, between the bus station 
serving Nagoya, Nagasaki, Imari ...) and the railway station serving the 
airports of  Saga and Fukuoka. It is located on a typical Japanese covered 
commercial street.

The commune of  karatsu, animated by its industrial activity and its 
cultural life wants to revitalize its city center. Downtown observation and 
socio-economic analysis show potential for development.

She is renowned in Japan for the exceptional quality of  his pottery. 
Inhabitants welcome many companies related to the Asian market. Some 
develop commercial activities combining the art of  pottery and the culi-
nary arts by importing french olive oil.

After 1 year in Karatsu, a social network emerges around our project 
(population, school, business, home for the elderly, cultural center, interna-
tional days festival).

Chronology (extract)
August 2012 - Trip to Japan (Tokyo, Kyoto, Kamakura)

December 2016 - Announcement to EDF of  my business creation project

April / May / June 2017- Japanese course

August 2017 - CCI France Forecast Plan in Tokyo

Sept / Oct 2017 - Training CCI Lyon - Business Cycle

Oct. 2017 - Meeting CCI Tokyo

October 2017 - Meeting Jetro Osaka

Nov 28, 2017 - Association SPIRA Prefecture Saga

November 28, 2017 - Meeting of  French bar Sonada Hiroshi in Saga

28 November 2017 - Foreign Affairs Service - Masumi Kimoto

December 3, 2017 - SPIRA Karatsu Association

December 3, 2017 - Meeting with Ryosuke Kubo - Naoki Sakamoto

December 5, 2017 - Meeting with Ziane Azri (French researcher Fukuoka)

December 5, 2017 - Meeting with Sakamoto San, Astride Mayor of  Pichard and Karatsu

December 6, 2017 - Visit of  the premises for rent with Sakamoto and Nakazato San

December 8, 2017 - Opening ceremony party Uohan Ryokan Sakamoto San

December 9, 2017 - Local tour with a contractor, Sakamoto and Nakazato San

December 13, 2017 - Business Lunch Uohan Masumi Kimoto, Izumi Takahashi

December 23, 2017 - Local photography and local photos - Sakamoto San

Jan 2018 - Meeting with Tani Motoko - freelance art journalist in Paris

April 2018 - Beginning of  the process of  creation of  French Art Gallery JI

May 2018- Start of  local rental in Karatsu

2/10/20 May 2018 - Meeting with Kubo and Sakamoto San

May 27, 2018 - Meeting with Japanese artists (photographer / Wachi paper)

June 1, 2018 - Meeting Sakamoto and Nakazato San

June 2, 2018 - Meeting Printer designer Karatsu

June 6, 2018 - Meeting Director of  the French Institute of  Fukuoka

July 2018 - Creation of  the promotional film of  the French Art Gallery JI project

September 2018 - Start of  local repairs

And the story continues ...

5 Reasons to come to Japan (cf. CCI France/Japon)
1. A culture of  beauty and a deep respect for the process of  creation and for the quality

2. A growing economy and A sophisticated market (a new international accord)

3. A crossroads of  innovation

4. Business-friendly infrastructure

5. A pleasant living environment

After crossing Japan with her french dachshund,
it is in Karatsu that the director of  JI found the best socio-economic potential

Throughout its history, Kyushu Island has been an open gate between 
Japan and the rest of  the world. Major Asian destinations are 1 hour by 
plane.

The region of  Saga, and in particular Karatsu, develops its links with 
France, for example, by concluding commercial agreements with the 
cosmetic valley.
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The galerie of  JI  We left everything to realize this artistic project because we believe that art is a source of  development

3- Art to develop the social bond

Throughout its history, Kyushu Island has been an open gate between Japan 
and the rest of  the world. 

The region of  Saga, and in particular Karatsu, is known to have a strong sensi-
tivity to art, so it was not by opportunity that we decided to establish ourselves 
in this city. 

There is no better place to put art at the service of  a productive collaboration !

2-  Art Craft for economic development
Art allows the local economy to prosper while opening several gateways : 

- Heritage and innovation : using ancestral techniques to create contempora-
ry objects ;

- Transmission and inspiration : connecting the creative pools of  Japan and 
France ;

- Interculturalism : fruit of  the collaboration between French and Japanese 
craftsmen, will encourage the visitors to cross the borders ;

1- Art Exhibition for individual development

Art is a way of  making the beauty of  the natural accessible by combining 
technique and aesthetics. Every human being can draw on this source to open 

oneself  to new emotions, to be astonished and to extricate oneself  before 
works shaped with the heart.

We want to open to our visitors a door on this path ...
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1- Art Exhibition for individual development A way to natural beauty

 Emotion  j  Etonnement j Esthetique

To develop by taking the path of  natural beauty 

We exhibit objects that give the illusion of  a simple and natural because their design is smart and elaborate.

The objects are made in single model or in small series for their preciousness.

We entertain all ages of  life using artifacts ranging from the most advanced technology to the oldest techniques.

A creative melting pot

Each exhibition tells a story composed of  the different :

- universe and artistic domains (painting, sculture, ornamental objects, jewelery, etc.).

- creative currents (art, philosophy, social sciences and design).

Our artists want to open the path of  natural beauty by reconciling singularity and universality.

« That future customers are interested and they express their joy and eagerness to discover our exhibitions »
Immersion in Karatsu for 1 year between 2017 and 2018
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A Gateways to the world of  multicultural creation

Develop your art by living it, creating and sharing it

A momentum of  sharing for progress

• Our two territories are rich in talents passionate about the material, the form, the gesture.

• They create contemporary objects using ancestral techniques.

• We have referenced twenty artists from different artistic trends.

An artisanal approach as a socio-economic model

• The craft activities were not destroyed by the industrial revolution, quite the contrary.

• The industrial groups are inspired by the artisanal model because that it is a source of  performance.

• This is the socio-economic model to our company because it is based on the best aptitudes of  the human.

An international network

• The creators want to go beyond their borders and the barriers of  an immaterial world.

• Saga Prefecture offers opportunities to create an international artistic network.

• This region is historically open to the rest of  the world, including Southeast Asia and France.

Link with the material Craft fabrication

High qualification 
and unique process

Personal report
with customers

Artistic approach

« The artists we met are very happy to participate in this project for the first exhibition »
The appointments with French artists took place in 2018

2- Art Craft for economic development
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3- Art to develop the Social Bond Our art gallery will be a «French house»

« JI create value and foster the development of  surrounding businesses »
© JI, French art gallery - Version Nov 2018

The renovation of  a traditional house to create a «French House» where paths intersect
• The first floor, it is a large showroom of  100 m2, hosting exhibitions and a media library dedicated to French culture.

• The second floor retains its traditional character and offers an unusual accommodation space to fully and personally experience the gallery.

• A café offers quality products for a fast food typical of  our Parisian brasseries.

A refined atmosphere and respectful of  traditional codes.
Modular furniture to adapt the place to the scenography.

Interactive furniture to discover creators in more detail and head to other cultural venues.
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Thanks !


